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Running back to Alice Goffman’s On the run

https://www.ted.com/talks/
alice_goffman_college_or_prison_two_destinies
_one_blatant_injustice?language=fr
(4’30->6’00)



Main findings

• War on crime  Over-control 
and prosecution of young black 
males

• Arbitrary legal threat
• Young black males

– Under permanent police threat
– Especially for two status : 

Warrant or Parole
• Conditions of existence in the 

ghetto  permanent infraction 
(esp. to parole conditions)

• Solution : Running away from 
police
– Making oneself unpredictable
– Avoiding institutions (hospital, 

courts) 

• Destroying communities
– Avoiding community events 

(funeral, birth, marriage)
– Fear of denunciation: lack of trust
– Corruption for protection
– Destroying families (missing father 

– single mother)
– Threat on jobs

• Vicious circle of criminalization 
of a community



Shifting observation sites / shifting research 
question

• Research sites
– Working at University’s cafeteria
– Tutoring Aisha, a staff’s grand 

daughter
– Moving to 6th street and hanging 

with young black males
– Intermittent roommate with 

Chuck, Mike and Steve
– Living 6 years WITH young black 

unskilled poor in Philadelphia

• Research questions 
– Tensions between black staff and 

customers (white student)
• No: main issue disputes about 

deunionization 

– Lack of appeal for academia
– Relations between the police young 

males and their impact in the 
structuring of the community 



Why ethnography?

• Observing singular 
moments 
– Singular and difficult to 

standardize
 difficult to collect in 
questionnaires

– Not necessarily salient 
for participants

 difficult to collect in 
interviews

– But with a common 
underlying logic

• Standardizable moments
– Running from police: “During the first year and a 

half I spent on 6th Street, I watched young men 
running and hiding from the police on 111 
occasions, an average of more than once every 
five days.”

• And unstandardizable moments
– Hospital: “I got there a few hours after the baby 

was born, in time to see two police officers come 
into Donna’s room to place Alex in handcuffs”

– Children games: “I saw two boys, 5 and 7 years 
old, play a game of chase in which one boy 
assumed the role of the cop who must run after 
the other.”

– Girlfriend: “Reggie’s friend jumped in his car and 
took off (…) he was on the run from his 
girlfriend”

– Suspicion: “Tim, who was eleven at the time, had 
spotted my friend’s car and taken off down the 
street, yelling, “It’s a undercover! It’s a 
undercover!””



Describe and contextualize meaningful 
moments

On quiet afternoons, Chuck would 
sometimes pass the time by teaching his 
twelve-year-old brother, Tim, how to run 
from the police. They’d sit side by side on 
the iron back-porch steps of their two-
story home, facing the shared concrete 
alley that connects the small fenced-in 
backyards of their block to those of the 
houses on the next.

“What you going to do when you hear the 
sirens?” Chuck asked.

“I’m out,” his little brother replied.
“Where you running to?”
“Here.”
“You can’t run here—they know you live 

here.”
“I’ma hide in the back room in the 

basement.”

“You think they ain’t tearing down that little 
door?”

Tim shrugged.
“You know Miss Toya?”
“Yeah.”
“You can go over there.”
“But I don’t even know her like that.”
“Exactly.”
“Why I can’t go to Uncle Jean’s?”
“’Cause they know that’s your uncle. You 

can’t go to nobody that’s connected to 
you.”

Tim nodded his head, seeming happy to get 
his brother’s attention no matter what he 
was saying.



Reflexivity as a path towards objectivity

• Triple intersectional barrier 
– Gender/Class/Ethnicity
– Obstacle to her 

“Verstehung” ?
• Analyzing strategy

– Becoming a “fly on the wall”
– Gender: desexualization. 
– Class/ethnicity:

• Disconnecting with her milieu
• Changing tastes 

– diet, movies, language

• Description of a 
transformation
Showing the quality  of 

ethnography
• Description of subjectivity 

and emotions
– High involvement => total 

neutrality and detachment 
impossible

– Second level objectivity : 
Describing emotions and 
subjectivity as a way to avoid 
their bias



Hyper emotional fieldwork as a sign of its quality?

Driving Mike in his attempt of revenge for 
Chuck’s murder

Novelistic and emotional

Also shows’ a limit and an achievement of 
the fieldwork

Desire of murder as being completely 
within the community

Echo of her father’s text on signs that one 
penetrated a society: 

“One thing is, you should feel you could 
settle down and forget about being a 
sociologist. The members of the 
opposite sex should become attractive to 
you.” Goffman, E. 1989. “On 
fieldwork.” Journal of  contemporary 
ethnography 18 (2): 123-132



Appeal and limits this types of ethnography

• Validation
– Avoiding general discourse without 

empirical cases serving as proofs
– Analyzing cases in details in order 

to give the reader all elements
– Findings based on linking and 

interpreting heterogeneous singular 
cases

• Writing consequences
– Many details
– Very narrative
– Ratio Theory / Empirics quite 

low

• Consequences for reader
– Narration +

• Similarity with novelistic/journalist 
accounts

• But difference in rigor & theory 

– Confirmation –
• Quality of proof difficult to measure
• Slow read (Too much details ?)



A. Goffman facing criticisms

• “Made up?”
– Anonymous accusations of 

falsification
– Investigated by the university but 

rejected
– Lubet and Philadelphia police

• Checking names in Hospitals’ 
registers made up, because not 
allowed

• Revenge episode: Felony OR 
mourning ritual

– Journalist fact checking

• Scientific criticisms
– Positionality 
– Generalization
– Crimininalized youngsters in these 

ghettos are only a minority.
• Post colonial political criticism

– Harms the community by revealing 
protective tips

– Ignores black scholarship 

• 2019: Denied tenure in 
Wisconsin
“Should privileged, white outsiders tell the stories of  

poor minority communities? Can scholars guard 
research subjects’ privacy while satisfying the 
growing demand for data transparency? Should 
students be empowered to block the hiring of  
scholars whose work they abhor?” The 
Chronicle of Higher Education, June 6th 
2019 



The Hobo

• Nels Anderson (1889-1986)
– An experience of hobo: 1904-

1920s many temporary jobs, 
migration from one job to 
another.

– Joins the university in 1921
– 1923. The Hobo. The Sociology of  the 

Homeless Man

• Viewed as the first work of 
participant observation



The first participant observation (?)

• Not exactly
– The first  Anthropology
– Participant observation 

• Anderson, not a hobo anymore and 
doesn’t become a hobo.

• Privately funded study on a homeless 
people.

• Method: stays in hotel room in a 
working-class neighborhood of 
Chicago

• Informal interviews
• Documentations (journals, etc.)

• Personal souvenirs important for his 
understanding of hobo life

• Firsthand observations of hobo life.
• Hobo : a homeless worker wandering 

from one job to another
• Different from “the tramp”  who 

wanders but does not work



The Hobo (2)

• Terminological distinctions : seasonal 
worker/ hobo /tramp / bum 

• Ecological description of the life 
places / jungle versus lodging house

• Social problems
– Sexual misery, prostitution, and 

homosexuality

• Norms, regulation of the group, social 
mobilization and political life.

– Soap box politician. 
– IWW 

• Wanderlust as a causal phenomenon ?



The Hobo (3)

• Rules
• Problems in rule enforcement
• No one willing to serve as a policeman

“Suddenly a commotion is started; a man is 
roughly rushed into the open. He is a hi-jack 
caught in the act of robbing a fellow who was 
sleeping, a greater crime in the jungle than an 
open hold up. (…) A council is hurriedly 
called, a chairman is selected, motions are 
made with amendments and substitutes. After 
a short discussion a vote is taken to give him a 
whipping. (…) No one steps forward; 
everybody declines to apply the strap or 
stick.” (Secondhand testimony)



The ethnographic observation

• Florence Weber, 1989, Le 
travail à côté. [Side work]

• Observation of and living in a 
working-class community 

• Importance of side work
– Work for oneself out of 

factory/wage earning relations
– Small agricultural piece of land / 

garden
– Bricolage
– Recycling of factory materials

• Showing the role of [side] 
work in the working-class 
ethos
– Working for oneself and not for 

others
– Increase the income
– Never far from undeclared work
– Embedded in complex exchange 

network. “Householding”
– A way of maintaining local 

dignity. Differing from those 
who stay in cafés (and drink 
alcohol)



The profession of ethnographer

• First part of the book : “Le 
métier d’ethnographe” / The 
profession of ethnographer
– Principles of method
– Self-analyze

• Principles of methods
– Observing, listening

• Different from interviews
– Imposition of problems
– Imposition of categories
– Interviewees try to “please” 

interviewers by fitting the 
research question

• Collect the categories of the people. 
Tool for understanding

– Ex. “Side work” enable working 
class to group many 
disconnected activities 
(handiwork, gardening, etc.)

– Being with 
• “Being with” allows familiarity 
• Debate between respective 

advantage of familiarity and 
distance for knowledge

– Distance  enable 
displacement, de-
trivialization

– Familiarity, better knowledge 
of local categories

– People give you a role 
anyway. You need to 
understand the role you are 
given.

– Domain of applications
• Best for studying the less official 

phenomena
  



The profession of ethnographer

• Self-Analyze
– Extreme importance of field work notes
– Fieldwork diary. Description of what you see
– But also description of your  feelings. 
– Interpretations, misinterpretations and reinterpretations
– Serve as a material for objectifying the position you have in the field 
– Self-analyze of one’s position in the field necessary for a better research



Observing in the fieldwork

• Observing and/or participating
– Total participation : you are an actor 

similar to all others
• Under cover
• Ex. Humphreys Laud, 1970, Tearoom 

trade.
– Male homosexual encounters in public 

toilets. 
– Voyeur Role

– Participant who observes
• Observation is not hidden. 
• Ex: Wacquant, 2004, Body and Soul. 

– Became a boxer in order to study 
sports/logics of honor among the black 
poor

– Nevertheless… you are never totally one 
of them (He’s white!)

– Complex to take notes and do the job
– Observer who participates. Participant 

with a special (minor) status
• Trainee / Assistant / Secretary

– Totally external observer
• Predesigned observation with 

observation grid
• Video observation. 

– Cf. Coulon (Sociology of school 
classes)

• Field notes in a field diary
– As many as possible
– Exploit all the empty moments. Toilets. 

When someone is not there
– Beware of not letting people read your 

notes… 
– Notes as objective as possible. 

• Observation grid
– Sampling / selection of the elements to 

observe
• Clothes / attitudes /
• Coding
• Statistical logic ?



Classical tools for ethnographic fieldwork



More recent tools



All in one



Ex. Wacquant, 2004. Body 
and Soul



Position in the field and ethical concerns

• Negotiate your position in 
the field 
– Not necessarily the “best” position.
– The people you study will assign you 

a role
– People don’t understand exactly the 

nature and the purpose of the study 
– They don’t know exactly what will be 

collected 
– Not possible to establish a complete 

consent form.

• Challenging situation for the 
researcher
– “Boring”… Interesting information 

might pop up slowly and randomly.
– You don’t have access to all 

information

• Ethical concerns
– Question of honesty of the people 

surveyed
• “Opportunism” People used as means 

rather then as ends
• People studied might read you.

– Surprised / chocked by what you 
have been noting

– Try to recognize one another
– Might harm the community

– Minimal consent
– No harm
– Protect privacy
– Anonymization



Example of ethical problem

• Bonhomme, Julien. 2005. Le 
miroir et le crâne. Parcours initiatique 
du Bwete Misoko (Gabon). CNRS
– Ritual initiation to sorcerer 

knowledge Bwete Misoko
– This initiatory knowledge is secret
– How to write on this knowledge 

without betraying the ritual and those 
who gave access to this ritual ?

Une fois dit cela, se pose encore le problème du conflit entre le caractère 
secret du savoir initiatique et le caractère public du savoir académique. Se 
faire initier exige de respecter les règles de la communauté, au premier 
rang desquelles se trouve la préservation du secret : le Bwete ne se 
divulgue pas à un profane. Or, ce livre est inévitablement amené à tomber 
entre les mains de lecteurs profanes. J’y reviendrai plus loin, mais je me 
dois de donner déjà quelques précisions afin de ne pas empoisonner la 
lecture des premiers chapitres par une suspicion de trahison malhonnête. 
Mes interlocuteurs initiés savaient que je menais une recherche 
universitaire et ont donc accepté de me « parler le Bwete » en connaissance 
de cause. Le père qui m’a initié a même inventé une admirable astuce pour 
justifier la motivation singulière de mon initiation et la transgression du 
secret initiatique. Puisque chacun vient à l’initiation avec sa « maladie », il a 
déclaré publiquement que mon problème personnel n’était pas une 
affliction sorcellaire mais tenait au fait qu’il me fallait écrire une thèse sur 
le Bwete. Les nganga se devaient donc de tout mettre en œuvre pour 
résoudre mon problème, même si cela impliquait une entorse vis-à-vis du 
secret initiatique. Ce coup de force astucieux a ainsi permis de réinscrire 
ma demande singulière dans l’ordre des motivations ordinaires, en faisant 
d’une recherche universitaire une sorte d’étrange maladie des Blancs et de 
son achèvement une guérison – ce qui n’est sans doute pas si éloigné de la 
vérité. J’ai donc reçu une autorisation explicite de publication de la part de 
mes principaux interlocuteurs que je tiens encore à remercier pour cette 
décision qui a pu ou peut encore provoquer des litiges avec des initiés plus 
récalcitrants. J’espère sincèrement que le Mwiri – l’esprit qui protège le 
secret initiatique – n’avalera ni moi ni mes interlocuteurs bavards.



Once this is said, the problem of the conflict between the secret character of initiatory 
knowledge and the public character of academic knowledge still arises. To be initiated requires 
respecting the rules of the community, the first of which is the preservation of secrecy: the 
Bwete is not divulged to a layman. However, this book will inevitably fall into the hands of lay 
readers. I will come back to this later, but I must already give some details so as not to poison 
the reading of the first chapters by a suspicion of dishonest betrayal. My initiates knew that I 
was conducting academic research and therefore agreed to "speak Bwete" to me with full 
knowledge of the facts. The father who initiated me even invented an admirable trick to justify 
the singular motivation of my initiation and the transgression of the initiatory secret. Since 
everyone comes to the initiation with his or her "illness," he publicly declared that my personal 
problem was not a sorcerous affliction but had to do with the fact that I had to write a thesis 
on the Bwete. The nganga had to do everything possible to solve my problem, even if it meant 
violating the initiation secret. This clever power grab thus allowed my singular request to be re-
inscribed in the order of ordinary motivations, making an academic research a kind of strange 
white disease and its completion a cure - which is probably not so far from the truth. I 
therefore received explicit permission for publication from my principal contacts, whom I 
would like to thank again for this decision, which may have or may still cause disputes with 
more recalcitrant insiders. I sincerely hope that the Mwiri - the spirit that protects the initiatory 
secret - will not swallow me or my talkative interlocutors.

Translated with www.DeepL.com/Translator (free version)



The writing of ethnography

• High generalization
– Knowledge is general and 

solidified. Holds true beyond 
circumstances of collection

– Explain the abstract relations 
between the actors. 

– Eventual short examples 
coming from the field diary, 
informal interviews, etc. 
confirming the relevance of 
the abstract description

– Classical anthropology

• Low generalization. 
Loyalty to fieldwork 
– Knowledge is conditional to the 

observations and the 
circumstances of those 
observations

– Description of the characters: 
Chuck, Mike, etc.

– Long excerpts of field diary, of 
interviews

– Good cases stand alone and 
don’t need much theorization

– Tendency of recent sociological 
or anthropological ethnography



Observing the social world

Plausibility of the opening description?



Observing without contextualizing much 
the observations

P. Champagne, 1975, « Les paysans à la plage », ARSS
« Pour les membres des classes moyennes qui se déplacent largement dans toute la région et pratiquent le 

tourisme "culturel" avec ses visites de musées et de monuments, la plage n'est qu'un lieu parmi d'autres 
qui est l'occasion d'activités spécifiques on y vient pour se baigner, pour se bronzer, pour occuper les 
enfants, pour pocher, pour faire de la voile ou môme pour ne rien faire. Les membres des classes 
populaires et les jeunes ruraux occupent leur temps de la même manière, mais ils pratiquent ces activités 
spécifiques avec une intensité et un "sérieux" moindres comme c'est le cas, généralement des pratiquants 
occasionnels. Les paysans par contre, semblent être là "en visiteurs". Ne venant que pour la journée, et 
cela cinq ou six fois dans l'année seulement, ils n'ont pas eu la possibilité d'acquérir les techniques 
d'utilisation de la plage qui peuvent s'apprendre, au moins partiellement, par familiarisation, lors de 
séjours prolongés : ils viennent souvent tout habillés sur la plage et se contenteront d'enlever un chandail, 
une chemise ou leurs chaussures; la plupart d'entre eux ne savent pas nager et iront simplement se 
mouiller les pieds. De vieux couples de paysans, revêtus de leur costume et de leur robe gris foncé du 
dimanche, ceux qu'ils mettent pour aller à la messe ou pour se rendre à la ville, passent le temps en 
reconstituant sur place leurs occupations habituelles assis sur une pierre au bord de la plage ou sur une 
chaise pliante au milieu des parkings, ils lisent le journal, tricotent ou raccommodent comme ils le 
feraient sur le pas de leur porte. Nombreux sont les paysans qui restent, assis sur la plage, sans rien faire 
d'autre pendant de longues heures que regarder en spectateurs involontaires les vacanciers; ils semblent 
attendre patiemment le moment du retour »



Observing without contextualizing much 
the observations

P. Champagne, 1975, « Les paysans à la plage », ARSS 
« For the members of the middle classes who travel extensively throughout the region and practice "cultural" 

tourism with its visits to museums and monuments, the beach is only one place among others that is the 
occasion for specific activities: one comes there to bathe, to sunbathe, to occupy the children, to poach, 
to go sailing or even to do nothing. Members of the working classes and rural youth occupy their time in 
the same way, but they practice these specific activities with less intensity and "seriousness" as is 
generally the case with occasional practitioners. The farmers, on the other hand, seem to be there "as 
visitors". Coming only for the day, and only five or six times a year, they have not had the opportunity to 
acquire the techniques of using the beach that can be learned, at least partially, by familiarization, during 
extended stays: they often come fully dressed on the beach and will be satisfied with taking off a sweater, 
a shirt or their shoes; most of them do not know how to swim and will simply go and get their feet wet. 
Older peasant couples, dressed in their dark grey Sunday suits and dresses, the ones they put on to go to 
mass or to the city, pass the time by re-enacting their usual occupations on the spot, sitting on a stone at 
the edge of the beach or on a folding chair in the middle of the parking lots, reading the newspaper, 
knitting or mending as they would do on their doorstep. Many of the peasants sit on the beach for long 
hours doing nothing but watching the holidaymakers as unwilling spectators; they seem to be waiting 
patiently for the moment of their return.  »

(Translated with www.DeepL.com/Translator (free version))



Proximities of ethnography with other types of 
writing

• Testimonies
– Linhart, Dominique. 1981. L’établi. [tr. The assembly line, 

1980]
– Levy, Primo. 1947 [1959], If  This Is a Man (Se questo è un uom) [fr 

tr. Si c’est un homme]

• Journalist accounts
• Documentary
• Literature

– Ernaux, Annie. 1974. Les armoires vides. [tr. Cleaned out, 1996]



Alternative observation inquiries
Towards quantitative observations

• Observation is not necessarily 
interpretative, inductive, qualitative

• Can be done with a strong research 
design with a causal argument

• Definition ex ante of what to 
observe, when and where

Jobard, F., Lévy, R., Lamberth, J. & 
Névanen, S. (2012). “Measuring 
Appearance-Based Discrimination: 
an Analysis of Identity Checks in 
Paris” Population-E. 

• Discrimination of French police 
towards minorities.
– Identity checks
– Some say Police target minorities

• How to measure it ?
– Interviews ? 

• Police 
• People
• Accuracy

– Experiment / Testing?
• Frequency of identity checks

– Observation
• Selection on the dependent 

variable
• Overrepresentation compared to 

population in given area



The design

• Four elements
• Observing (and coding) the 

police control
• Observing (and coding) the 

reference population
• Small surveys of the 

population which went 
through police control

• Sites of observation
– Gare du Nord

• Street-level
• Thalys platforms
• Underground. (RER) and 

commuter trains (GDN RER);

– Châtelet
• RER station (Châtelet Station)
• Fontaine des Innocents square



Observing police control

• Observing police control
– Apparent ethnicity: “White”, 

“Arab”, “Black”, “Indo-
Pakistani”, and “Asian”

– Age: Young / middle age
– Gender
– Clothing: Business, Casual, 

Youth
– Bags: No bag, large bag, other 

bag
• Interaction between police 

officer(s) and stopped 
individual(s)
– Question / Frisk / Search / 

Detain

• Benchmarking
– Code all persons crossing an 

imaginary line
– 3 second buffer between each 

recording
– Same variables as for police 

control

• Hiring of observers who code 
on their telephone (texting).

• Training of observers



Results



Multivariate analysis

• Black man was 5.2 times more likely to be 
stopped than a White man, 

• an Arab was 9.9 times more likely than a white
• a man from another visible minority 37.5 times 

more likely than a white 
• A young, well-dressed Black man not carrying a 

bag was 7.4 times more likely to be stopped than 
his White counterpart. 

• A young Black man without a bag and wearing 
youth culture clothing was 2.3 times more likely 
to be stopped than his White counterpart. 



Counting and observing homeless people in 
Paris (10 September 2018 – Ego example)

• Exhaustive description of 
Paris

• Division into 350 areas
• Combination of an inquirer 

and a social worker
• Description at distance of the 

homeless person
• Observation grid

• Combining
– Direct observation
– Social worker’s knowledge
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